
 
 

Keeping clients well informed since 1989! 
 

CLIENTS OFTEN ASK:  “Can you automatically get us more quotes?”  
 

During the initial placement of a policy we test the market and make our suggestions according to the need 
of the client.  Comparing quotes again later is wise when your situation and need change and also to 
compare costs (your premium).  As you know we work with various insurers.  If you want more quotes 
please contact us and give consent for the verification that happens during quoting stage, which is:  
 

Insurance companies verify and share policy information with other insurers and institutions as 
well as access credit information of the client with every quote they do. This is a required action 
during the quotation process and therefore we need your instruction and consent when you want more 
quotes.   We value you privacy and personal information, so in order to arrange for more quotes 
just call us. 

  

                
 

        

                  
 

 

 YIP ☺☺☺☺ NOPE  ���� 

Is it possible to take additional insurance cover for Power Surge damages? �  
Can I add my child’s vehicle to my policy although he/she doesn’t live with me 
anymore? 

 � 

Can I add my child’s vehicle to my policy while he/she is still living with me and 
financially dependent on me? (not with all insurers) 

�  

Should I note my child as the driver so he can start building the insurance account 
he would later need?  And will this give him access to better rating later?   

�  

Will the retaining wall and paving automatically be covered by the insurance that 
covers the building? 

 � 

The insurers amend my vehicle value at policy renewal. Do I still need to check the 
value in the beginning of each year and adjust my policy? 

�  

Is it only companies that actually create products that need Product liability 
insurance? 

 � 

Is it true that most insurers offer emergency assistance services? �  

Can Travel insurance (Medical cover) be arranged after I have left for overseas?   � 

Penguins will give their mate a pebble as a way of proposing.  ☺ �  ☺  

 
As your insurance brokers we send advice letters to keep you well informed. If you no longer want us to send these please 
let us know..  UNSUBSCRIBE 
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